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Abstract 

It is proved that, when the Lagrangian density of a vector-metric field is gauge
invariant, the field is reduced to Einstein-Maxwell type field, and when the coupling 
constant is assigned a special value, the vector field can be regarded as an electromagnetic 

potential. 

159 

As a preferred-frame theory of gravity based on a Lagrangian formulation, 

which initially assumes no prior geometry, Will and Nordtvedt1l proposed a field 

which is defined by a metric field g,.11 and a vector field h,.. The vector field may 

depend on motion with respect to a preferred universe rest-frame, and it may vary 

with the evolution of the universe. 

The Lagrangian density has the form 

L = l5
1r.t Lm+R+h,.h11 (c1g,.11 +c~,.11 ) 

c4 

+h,.; /lh'Y; a(c3gt»'Yg/lB +c4g,.Bg/l'Y +csg"'llg'YB) ' (I) 

where .t is the gravitational constant, c is the fundamental velocity, Lm =Lm (g,.11, 

mater variable) is the matter Lagrangian, R,.11 is the Ricci tensor, and c1, c2, •··, c5 

arc coupling constants. Another vector-metric theory proposed by Hellings and 

Nordtvedt2l differs from (I) by the terms containing the derivatives of the vector 

field, which has a special combination of the constants c3, c4 and c5 • 

Now we assume the proposition that the Lagrangian density (I) is form

invariant under the gauge-transformation 

(2) 

where </J is any scalar field. Then, we will show that the restricted vector-metric 

field reduces to the Einstein-Maxwell type field. 
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Under the transformation (2), the density (I) takes the form 

L = L+(2h"'<l>,fl+<l>,"'<l>,fl)(c1g'"fl+c.fi"'fl) 

+ (2h"': fl</>: 1a+<I>: "'fl</>: 1s) {(c3+c4)g""l'gfl8 +c5g"'flg18} . (3) 

This proposition demands that L=L under any choice of g"'fl• h"' and </>, so the 

conditions 

must hold. Thus, we have the Einstein-Maxwell type Lagrangian density 

L = l61ric Lm+R+ J_c3F"'flF1sg""l'gflB' 
c4 2 

If we specify 

FClfJ = hCl-hfl. 

2ic 
C3 = --, 

c4 

the density (5) reduces to the exact density of the Einstein-Maxwell field. 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

Then, 

we can say that the gauge-invariant vector-metric field must be an Einstein-Max

well type field. Also, by giving a special value to the coupling constant, we may 

identify the vector field with the electromagnetic potential. 

It is well known that the electromagnetic field is gauge-invariant. In this 

paper, we proved that the reverse relation holds, that is, the gauge-invariant 

vector field must be a Maxwell type field. 
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